
Kathy Cooper

From: Jeff Hanscom [mailto:jhanscomcwfranchise.org]
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2018 1:18 PM
To: Smolock, Bryan <bsmolock@pa.gov>
Subject: Overtime Comments

______________________

Good afternoon Mr. Smolock,

On behalf of the International Franchise Association, please find comments in regard to the PA DLI’s Overtime proposed
rulemaking attached. In light of the similarity between the PA proposed rule to the since invalidated 2016 US
Department of Labor proposal, I have attached WA’s 2016 comments. Additionally attached are IFA’s comments
supporting the updated US Department of Labor’s OT rule from 2017, in which we 5upport a more gradual increase to
existing salary levels.

Thank you,

Jeff

:: IFA Jeff Hanscom Vice President, State Government Relations

Direct:
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AUG 21 2018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

September 4, 2015

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING: www.rcgulaflons.gov

Dr. David Well
Administrator
Wage and Hour Division
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20210

RE: RIN 1235-AAI1, Proposed Rule, Defining and Delimiting the
Exemptionsfor Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside
Sales and Computer Employees

Dear Dr. Weil:

The International Franchise Association (“IFA”) and the undersigned franchisee
organizations submit these comments in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(“NPRM”) the Department of Labor (the “Department” or “DOL”) published in the
Federal Register on July 6,2015, to revise the regulations at 29 C.F.R. Part 541, defining
and delimiting the exemptions for executive, administrative, professional, outside sales and
computer employees in Section 13(a)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA” or the
“Act”), 29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1).

The lEA’s members include franchise companies in over 300 different business
format categories, individual franchisees, and companies that support the industry in
marketing, law, technology, and business development. The lEA’s mission is to protect,
enhance, and promote franchising. The IFA works through its government relations and
public policy, media relations, and educational programs to further the interests of over
780,000 franchise establishments that support nearly 8.9 million direct jobs, $890 billion
of economic output for the U.S. economy, and 3 percent of the Gross Domestic Product.
The IFA’s members operate in all 50 states and in all facets of industry. Most franchisees
are small businesses, without human resources departments or in-house legal counsel.
They rely upon information and support provided by the IFA and other resources.



The American Pizza Community is a coalition of the nation’s largest pizza
companies, regional chains, local pizzerias, small franchise operators, supplier partners and
other entities that make up the American pizza industry.

The Asian American Hotel Owners Association (AAHOA) is the voice of owners
in the hospitality industry. Founded in 1989, AAHOA is now one of the fastest-growing
organizations in the industry, with more than 14,000 members owning more than 20,000
howls that total $128 billion in property value. AAHOA members employ 578,600 full-
and part-time workers with a $9.4 billion payroll. AAHOA is dedicated to promoting and
protecting the interests of its members by inspiring excellence through programs and
initiatives in advocacy, industry leadership, professional development, and community
involvement.

The Association of Kentucky Fried Chicken Franchisees, Inc. was formed in 1974
and was erected to protect the franchisees and give franchisees a voice in the future
development of the KFC concept. “The Association of Kentucky Fried Chicken
Franchisees, Inc. is united to protect, promote and advance the mutual interests of all
member franchisees and the Kentucky Fried Chicken system”.

The Coalition of Franchisee Associations is the largest franchisee-only association
in the country. exclusively comprised of franchisee associations and franchisee members
and whose purpose is to leverage the collective strengths of franchisee associations for the
benefit of the franchisee community.

DD Independent Franchise Owners Inc. (DDIFO) is the largest independent
organization dedicated to representing and protecting the business interests of Dunkin’
Donuts franchise owners throughout the United States. Founded in 1989. DDIFO. Inc.
currently represents thousands of the Dunkin’ Donuts shops across the country.

Franchise Business Services (FBS) is an organization that serves its community of
Buffalo Wild Wings® franchisees by focusing on providing education and training,
advocacy and member services and programs.

The Franchise Management Advisory Council (FRANMAC) supports and
represents the Taco Bell franchise community. FRANMAC is comprised of nearly 400
franchise owners who independently own and operate over 5,000 Taco Bell restaurants
nationwide and employ over 130,000 employees.

International Pizza Hut Franchise Holders Association (IPHFHA) operates as a
trade association. The Trade Association is comprised of the owners of Pizza Hut
franchises. IPHFHA works to promote the interests of Pizza Hut franchise owners.
IPHFHA is headquartered in the state of Kansas.
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The Jimmy John’s Franchisee Association’s mission is to create unity among the
franchisees and have a platform that will maximize our investment, create a credible voice
and ensure the well-being of all members.

KF Franchisee Association, Inc. is a cohesive network of single and multiple-unit
Krystal Restaurant franchisees advocating one voice for the success and value of the overall
Krystal Brand. KFFA’s foundation encourages the insightful exchange of information
between our members and The Krystal Company. Efforts include issues relating to
profitability, marketing, operations and supply chain, and keeping the best interests of
members on the forefront of all we do to ensure continued success.

The National Franchisee Association represents independent BURGER KING®
restaurant entrepreneurs in the United States and Canada who operate more than 7,000
franchised restaurants and employ almost 200,000 individuals across North America.

North American Association of Subway® Franchisees is the official advocate of
Subway franchisees in North America, one that is representative, autonomous, and
accountable to the Subway franchisee community. NAASF endeavors to maximize
franchisee profitability, and to strengthen the franchisees’ collective investment in the
brand.

The Old Fashioned Franchise Association is a rapidly-growing, independent
association of Wendy’s Franchisees. The association’s purpose is to give Wendy’s
Franchisees a voice in the Wendy’s system while preserving the values Dave Thomas
instilled in us and enhancing our members’ investment and profitability. Old Fashioned
Franchise Association is the steward of Dave’s Legacy.

Papa Murphy’s Franchise Association is the franchise association of Papa
Murphy’s Take ‘n Bake Pizzas.

PIFA is an association, whose members are the franchisees of Popeyes Louisiana
Kitchen. The purposes of the Corporation are to improve, enhance, protect and promote
the economic and business interests of franchisees of the Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen
Franchise System (the Popeyes Franchise System).

The members of the IFA and the undersigned organizations have grave concerns
regarding the catastrophic impact the Department of Labor’s proposed changes to the
regulations at 29 C.F.R. Part 541 (“white collar” regulations) increasing the minimum
required salary level, if finalized, will have upon business. The undersigned also object to
any effort to make modifications to the current white collar duties tests as such changes are
not only procedurally barred, but would dramatically disrupt the operations ofour members
and businesses across the country. Our concerns with the NPRM are set forth below.
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I. SALARY LEVELS

A. The Proposed “White Collar” Minimum Salary Threshold Is Set at an
Unprecedented Level

In the NPRM, the DOL proposes to increase both the minimum salary level for the
“white collar” exemptions and for highly compensated employees. Additionally, the DOL
proposes to adopt a mechanism for automatic annual increases to these salary levels. Using
data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the DOL proposes to set the minimum
salary threshold for the “white collar” exemption at the 40th percentile for all non-hourly
paid employees) Currently, according to the DOL, this methodology would result in a
minimum salary level of $921 per week or 517,892 annually.2 When a Final Rule is
published in 2016, the DOL expects that the minimum salary level based at the 40th
percentile will increase to $970 per week or $50,440 annually3 — an astounding 113%
increase from the current requirement of $455 per week or $23,660 per year set just a
decade ago.4

The proposed increase and the DOL’s methodology are unprecedented and
unsupported. Bucking 77 years of regulatory tradition, the DOL used information
regarding employee salaries to benchmark the salary level at the extraordinary 40th
percentile. While the Department in prior rulemakings has utilized salary information in
setting the minimum salary level, it has never come close to the 40th percentile. For
example, in 1958, the DOL used data on actual salary levels of employees which wage and
hour investigators found to be exempt during investigations conducted over an eight-month
period.5 Based on this data, the DOL set the minimum salary required for the white collar
exemption at a level that would exclude the lowest 10th percentile of employees in the
lowest wage region, the lowest wage industries, the smallest businesses, and the smallest
size city.6 If the 1958 methodology were applied today, the resulting minimum salary level
would be $657 per week or $34,167 annually. Similarly, in 2004, using BLS data, the DOL
set the minimum salary level to exclude the lowest 20th percentile of employees in the
lowest wage region (South) and industry (Retail).7 The DOL doubled the percentile used,

80 Fed. Reg. 38516, 3K5 17 (July 6,2015) (hereinafter “2015 NPRM”).
1d.

Id. at n.J.

20l5 NPRM at38517.

Report and Recommendations on Proposed Revision of Regulations, Part 541, Under the Fair Labor
Standards Act, by Harry S. Kantor, Presiding Officer, Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions, U.S.
Department of Labor (Mar. 3, 1958) (hereinafter, the “Kantor Report”) at 6.
6 Id. at 7-8.

Final Rule, Defining and Delimiting the Exemptionsfor Executive, Administrative, ProfessionaL Outside
Sales and Computer Employees, 69 Fed. Reg. 22122, 22167 & Table 2 (Apr. 23, 2004) (hereinafter “2004
Final Rule).
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from 10% to 20%, to account for changes to the duties test made in the 2004 Final Rule.
According to the NPRM, if the 2004 methodology were applied today, the resulting
minimum salary level would be $577 per week or $30,004 annuaIly.

The current 40th percentile proposal results in a salary level that is 47% higher than
applying the 1958 methodology and 68% higher than applying the 2004 methodology.
Further, even applying the 40th percentile, the DOL has not explained its failure to use
salary levels in the lowest wage regions, the lowest wage industries, the smallest businesses
and the smallest cities — or to include earnings data of lawyers, doctors and sales employees
who are not subject to the Part 541 salary requirements. Historically, with only a few
exceptions, the DOL has increased the salary levels at a rate of between 2.8% and 5.5%
per year.° The DOL’s proposed increase to 550,44010 represents an increase of 10.29%
per year. Over the last decade, salaries did not increase by over 10% annually. The DOL
has never before doubled the salary levels for the white collar exemptions in a single
rulemaking, let alone more than doubled the salary levels as has been proposed here.

Staggeringly, the NPRM’s proposal wholly discounts the significant impact
increasing the salary level at the proposed rate will have upon the majority of the country,
particularly in regions and in industries where the identified 40% threshold is entirely
disproportionate to actual average salaries. Indeed, the proposed salary level for the
exemption is well above the current California and New York minimum salary thresholds
for their state exemption tests (S37,440’’ and $34,l2412 respectively), two jurisdictions
with some of the highest cost of living areas in the country and — correspondingly — the
highest per household earnings. Similar to the 2004 methodology, consideration needs to
be paid to regional and industry averages.

The proposed salary level will have a disproportionate impact on many industries
— and in particular small businesses. Millions of employees who work for smaller
employers will clearly meet the white collar duties requirements but earn below $50,000 a
year. IFA respectfully requests that the Department significantly reduce its proposed
standard salary level for exemption. The DOL’s proposal further undermines the purpose
of the salary threshold. For over 65 years (since 1949) through to the current NPRM:

The Department has long recognized that the salary paid to
an employee is the “best single test” of exempt status (Stein
Report at 19) and that setting a minimum salary threshold
provides a “ready method of screening out the obviously

82015 NPRM at 38558-38559,

Id. at 38524-38527.

‘°Id.at38517,n. 1.

See Cal. Lab. Code § 515(a).
2 l2NYCRRl42- 2.14.
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nonexempt employees” while furnishing a “completely
objective and precise measure which is not subject to
differences of opinion or variations in judgment.” Weiss
Report at 8—9. The Department reaffirmed this position in
the 2004 Final Rule, explaining that the “salary level test is
intended to help distinguish bona tide executive,
administrative, and professional employees from those who
were not intended by Congress to come within these exempt
categories[.” and reiterating that any increase in the salary
level must “have as its primary objective the drawing of a
line separating exempt from nonexempt employee.”3

Thus, to implement Congress’ intent, the DOL should not set the minimum salary
threshold at a level that excludes a significant number of employees who obviously meet
the duties tests for exemption. The salary level must be appropriate across the “many
thousands of different situations throughout the As the Department stated in
1949: “To be sure, salaries vary, industry by industry, and in different parts of the country,
and it undoubtedly occurs that an employee may have a high order of responsibility without
a commensurate salary.”5 Thus, to avoid excluding millions of employees from the
exemption who do perform exempt job duties, the Department has recognized that “the
same salary cannot operate with equal effect as a test in high-wage and low-wage industries
and regions, and in metropolitan and rural areas, in an economy as complex and diversified
as that of the United States. Despite the variation in effect, however, it is clear that the
objectives of the salary tests will be accomplished if the levels selected are set at points
near the lower end of the current range of salaries”6 of exempt employees “in the lowest-
wage region, or in the smallest size establishment group, or in the smallest-sized city group,
or in the lowest-wage industry.”7

Indexing based upon the 40th percentile is unworkable and will render the duties
test superfluous — particularly over time if annual indexing is utilized. The DOL should
not set the level so high that it expands the number of employees eligible for overtime
beyond what Congress envisioned when it created the exemptions. Yet, this is exactly
what the DOL proposes in this rulemaking. This is particularly true for many of our
members’ businesses who operate in regions where the 40th percentile is far below the

‘2Ol5 NPRM at 38524 (citing 69 Fed. Reg. 22165).
4 Report and Recommendations on Proposed Revisions ofRegulations, Part 511, at 9. Flarry Weiss,
Presiding Officer, Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions, U.S. Department of Labor (June 30,
1949).

id at 11.
16 1958 Kantor Report at 5.
‘ Id at 6-7.
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estimated $50,440 salary and who have employees who clearly meet the duties tests.

B. Salaries Should Not Be Indexed Annually

Our members are particularly concerned with the Department’s proposal to
annually adjust the salary level tied to either: (a) the applicable 40th percentile (for white
collar exempt employees) or 90th percentile (for highly compensated employees); or (2) at
the same rate as the CPI-U.’8

The IFA strongly urges that annual increases should not be utilized. As a threshold
matter, adjusting the minimum salary level annually creates an unsustainable floor and
results in instability within businesses that will be required to revisit base level salaries on
a year-by-year basis to ensure compliance. Employers operate on varying fiscal calendars.
Preparing for annual increases presents challenges in terms of budgeting and
implementation. Potential annual reclassification puts an undue burden upon employers
who must comply with state notice requirements, reprogram compensation systems and
conduct additional training. Additionally, employers must contend not only with the costs
of increased wage rates, but also must incur the additional expense of routine classification
analysis, decision-making, and implementation of changes in response to the new salary
level when it is announced each year.

At no time has Congress granted the Department the authority to index its salary
test. While the issue has been raised by stakeholders during several prior rulemakings, as
far back as 1949 the DOL has rejected the imposition of automatic annual increases. Most
recently, in 2004, the Department summarily rejected the concept of automatic increases
to the minimal salary level.’9 At the time, the DOL contended that such an action is
contrary to congressional intent and disproportionately impacted lower-wage geographic
regions and industries:

[S]ome commenters ask the Department to provide for future
automatic increases of the salary levels tied to some
inflationary measure, the minimum wage or prevailing
wages. Other commenters suggest that the Department
provide some mechanism for regular review or updates at a
fixed interval, such as every five years. Commenters who
made these suggestions are concerned that the Department
will let another 29 years pass before the salary levels are
again increased. The Department intends in the future to
update the salary levels on a more regular basis, as it did
prior to 1975, and believes that a 29-year delay is unlikely to

g 2015 NPRM at 38524, 38537-38542.
9 See Preamble to 2004 Final Rule, 69 Fed. Reg. at 22167 (Apr. 23, 2004) (hereinafter, “Preamble”).
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reoccur. The salary levels should be adjusted when wage
survey data and other policy concerns support such a change.
Further, the Department finds nothing in the legislative or
regulatory history that would support indexing or automatic
increases. Although an automatic indexing mechanism has
been adopted under some other statutes, Congress has not
adopted indexing for the Fair Labor Standards Act. In 1990,
Congress modified the FLSA to exempt certain computer
employees paid an hourly wage of at least 6!’& times the
minimum wage, but this standard lasted only until the next
minimum wage increase six years later. In 1996, Congress
froze the minimum hourly wage for the computer exemption
at $27.63 (6/2 times the 1990 minimum wage of $4.25 an
hour). In addition, as noted above, the Department has
repeatedly rejected requests to mechanically rely on
inflationary measures when setting the salary levels in the
past because of concerns regarding the impact on lower
wage geographic regions and industries. This reasoning
applies equally when considering automatic increases to the
salary levels. The Department believes that adopting such
approaches in this rulemaking is both contrary to
congressional intent and inappropriate.20

Mandating annual increases not only runs afoul of Congressional intent but also
presents an issue of parity, not currently addressed by the DOL’s financial impact analysis.
By continuously raising the salary floor, a cascading effect necessarily occurs. Businesses
must face the prospect of either continual reclassification of employees otherwise
performing exempt duties or an increase to overall labor costs as, arguably, those salaries
above the minimum must be equally raised or risk compensation inequity. If an employer
chooses to raise the salary levels of those currently earning the minimum salary level, they
will likewise need to raise the salary level of those employees working in positions that are
already paid more than the minimum proposed salary level. Failing to do so will result in
a disparity between the wages of those in higher level positions, with more experience and
responsibility. The Department, however, has failed to address salary compression issues
or related costs in the NPRM.

Moreover, should the increases be tied to the 40th percentile, the minimum salary
level will quickly skyrocket, entirely destabilizing Congressional intent that the salary
should not be set at a level that excludes many employees who obviously meet the white
collar duties tests. By increasing the minimum salary level from $23,660 to over $50,000.

202004 Final Rule at 22171-72.
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employers will either have to reclassify employees (thus they drop out of the BLS survey)
or will increase their salaries to meet the minimum requirements. This will have the overall
result of causing a significant spike in the BLS survey results — far in excess of the average
of 2.6% the DOL estimates the 40th percentile has increased year over year since 2003.
Continuing to raise the base salary level will cause disproportionate increases in the salary
levels if increases are tied to a percentile of earnings. Carrying DOL’s proposal to its
logical conclusion, $970 per week— if implemented —would represent the lowest percentile
of earned salaries. All of those making less than the projected minimum salary of $50,440
drop out of the calculation. Thus, the 40th percentile would be disproportionately raised,
rendering a large percentage of the workforce ineligible for the white collar exemptions.

Such action drastically impacts not only employers, but also creates unavoidable
consequences for employees who are reclassified from exempt to non-exempt, as they will
lose the flexibility they have previously enjoyed. If employees are reclassified to hourly
workers, they will only be compensated for those hours they work. Exempt employees,
however, must be paid a guaranteed salary every week in which they perform any work,
regardless of the number of hours worked. Yes, non-exempt employees receive overtime
pay for working more than 40 hours in a workweek, but they also lose pay if they work
less than 40 hours. Exempt employees do not receive overtime for working more than 40
hours in a workweek, but do not lose pay if they work less. This means that instead of
being able to structure their day around child care needs. childrens school meetings,
doctor’s appointments, and other personal needs without losing pay, non-exempt
employees have to think carefully before taking time off work.

The Department — in promoting its proposal — has characterized the benefits to
employees as either more money (in the form of overtime pay) or more time (in the form
of reduced hours). However, these “benefits” come at a cost. One such cost is paid by the
formerly exempt employee who must now decide whether to forego pay, or substitute paid
time off, to attend his child’s school recital. Another is the reclassified employee who is
no longer permitted to telecommute because of concerns that the employer will be unable
to reliably or accurately track the hours that employee worked.

The complexities associated with indexing the current salary level clearly
undermines President Obama’s stated goal to “modernize and streamline” the current
regulations.2’ Accordingly, the IFA urges the Department to reconsider its proposal to
implement annual increases in the minimum salary level upon the regulated community.

C. Inclusion of Additional Compensation Should Be Permitted

In the NPRM, the Department has indicated that it is considering permitting the
inclusion of non-discretionary bonuses and/or commissions — up to 10% of the total

212015 NPRM at38521.
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required salary — to establish minimal salary levels.22 According to the Department, such
sums must be paid at least once a month in order to be considered in meeting the salary
threshold.23 While IFA supports the inclusion of additional compensation in calculating
an employee’s salary, the Department’s proposal is unnecessarily limited and represents a
lack of understanding of how businesses operate.

Many bonuses or incentive payments earned by exempt employees are only paid
quarterly or annually. Excluding these payments from total compensation unduly burdens
employers as they are often critical components of an employee’s total wages. As the
stakeholders conveyed prior to the issuance of the NPRM, “nondiscretionary bonuses and
incentive payments are an important component of employee compensation in many
industries” and “such compensation might be curtailed if the standard salary level was
increased and employers had to shift compensation from bonuses to salary to satisfy the
new standard salary level.”24 Doing so would have a “negative impact on the workplace
and would undermine managers’ sense of ‘ownership’ in their organizations.”25

Arbitrarily capping the amount of additional compensation that can be considered
as meeting the salary threshold runs afoul of other provisions of the FLSA. For example,
recognizing the realities of compensation structures, the regulations reflect that
“commissions. nondiseretionary bonuses and other nondiscretionary compensation’ — in
addition to a guaranteed salary — may be counted towards meeting the current $100,000
threshold required to establish the highly compensated employee exemption.26

In addition to permitting unrestricted incentive pay and commissions to comprise
the required salary, the Department should also include a “make up” provision, similar to
that provided by the regulations governing the highly compensated employee exemption.27

2015 NPRM at 38535-38536.

231d.
24 Id. at 38535.

25M

26See 29 C.F.R. § 541 .60I(bX I) (“‘Total annual compensation’ must include at least $455 per week paid on
a salary or fee basis. Total annual compensalion may also include commissions, nondiscretionary bonuses
and other nondiscretionary compensation earned during a 52-week period”).
2729 C.F.R. § 541 .601(b)(2) provides that:

If an employee’s total annual compensation does not total at least the
minimum amount established in paragraph (a) of this section by the last
pay period of the 52-week period, the employer may, during the last pay
period or within one month after the end of the 52-week period, male one
final payment sufficient to achieve the required level. For example, an
employee may earn $80,000 in base salary’, and the employer may
anticipate based upon past sales that the employee also will earn $20,000
in commissions. However, due to poor sales in the final quarter of the
year, the employee actually only earns $10,000 in commissions. In this
situation, the employer may within one month after the end of the year
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In other words, employers should be given an opportunity to provide employees who
otherwise meet the white collar duties tests additional compensation — on an annual basis
— to ensure that they are at the minimum salary level.

U. Any Increases to the Salary Level Should Be Phased In and Adequate
Notice Should Be Provided

Given the far-reaching impact the proposed salary increases will have, as well as
the necessary measures employers will have to undertake to ensure compliance, the IFA
advocates a graduated implementation phase-in period ofat least three years and an initial
implementation period of at least one year to effectuate salary increases. The one-year
period is less than that provided by the final companionship exemption rule, which
impacted just a small subset of the employers who will be affected by the proposed Part
541 revisions. Once the Final Rule is published, employers must commence the time-
consuming process of determining the impact upon their individual organizations, which
for some will undoubtedly include the reclassification of a subset of their workforce.
Businesses must conduct a cost/benefit analysis with regards to all exempt employees
currently earning less than the proposed minimum salary. The resulting increases in labor
costs must be planned for and included in operating budgets, the timing and frequency of
which varies from organization to organization. Moreover, many of the IFA’s members
are small businesses, lacking internal resources to support such analysis. Therefore, the
IFA’s members urge the Department to realistically assess the time by which the business
community will need to implement any changes effectuated by the Final Rule.

To the extent salary increases are retained in the Final Rule, the IFA requests that
they be stayed for a period of three years to allow for a phase-in of the initial increases.
Requiring employers to reevaluate and reclassify employees on an annual basis is unduly
burdensome to employers and disruptive to employees. Moreover, the NPRM suggests
that employers will have only a 60-day notice period before each annual adjustment to the
minimum salary level.28 This time frame is wholly inadequate and fails to account for the
necessary burdens placed upon businesses each and every time a change to the salary level
is made. Evaluating positions and establishing labor budgets cannot be turned around on
a dime. The vast majority of employers make every effort to comply with the Department’s
requirements. A mere 60-day notice period is just setting businesses up to fail. At a
minimum, it puts an immense drain on business resources which will necessarily have an
unintended — but unavoidable — impact upon the labor market and the marketplace as a

make a payment of at least SI0,000 to the employee. Any such final
payment made after the end of the 52-week period may count only toward
the prior years total annual compensation and not toward the total annual
compensation in the year it was paid.

2015 NPRM at 38610.
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whole. At least one year’s notice is reasonably required to effectuate any changes.

II. THE DEPARTMENT SHOULD NOT MODIFY THE CURRENT DUTIES
TEST

Also weighing heavily on our members is the possibility of changes to the current
white collar duties test. While the Department has not proposed any changes to the
current white collar duties test, it has indicated that it “seeks to determine whether, in
light of our salary level proposal, changes to the duties tests are also warranted”29 and
“invites comments on whether adjustments to the duties tests are necessary, particularly
in light of the proposed change in the salary level test.”30 Without identifying any
particular proposals, the Department broadly seeks comment on the following topics:

• What, if any changes, should be made to the duties test?

• Should employees be required to spend a minimum amount of time performing
work that is their primary duty in order to qualify for exemption? If so, what
should that minimum amount be?

• Should the DOL look to the State of California’s law (requiring that 50% of an
employee’s time be spent exclusively on work that is the employee’s primary
duty) as a model?

• Is some other threshold that is less than 50% of an employee’s time worked a
better indicator of the realities of the workplace today?

• Does the single standard duties test for each exemption category appropriately
distinguish between exempt and nonexempt employees?

• Should the Department reconsider our decisions to eliminate the long/short duties
test structure?

• Is the concurrent duties regulation for executive employees (allowing the
performance of both exempt and nonexempt duties concurrently) working
appropriately or does it need to be modified to avoid sweeping nonexempt
employees into the exemption? Alternatively, should there be a limitation on the
amount of nonexempt work? To what extent are lower-level executive employees
performing nonexempt work?3’

292015 NPRM at 38543.

301d.
3’
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A. Changes to the Duties Test Are Subject to Challenge

While we accept that some increase to the salary level will ultimately result from
this rulemaking, IFA objects to any changes to the duties tests because the Department has
failed to provide the public with adequate notice of any changes that may be made.

The expansive list of questions posed by the Department on the current duties test—
which range from the very broad “[wjhat, if any, changes should be made to the duties
test?.”32 to the very specific “[s]hould the Department look to the Slate of California’s law
(requiring that 50% of an employee’s time be spent exclusively on work that is the
employee’s primary duty) as a model?”33 — is insufficient to allow stakeholders a
meaningful opportunity to comment on proposed regulatory changes. Simply inviting
comment on a range of unspecific, unfocused questions flies in the face of the Department’s
obligations set forth in the Administrative Procedures Act.34 The public should not be left
to guess at an agency’s intentions, particularly on a subject that has such widespread impact
upon America’s workforce — such as any change to the “white collar” exemption duties
requirements.35 Put differently, stakeholders cannot be asked to “divine” the agency’s
“unspoken thoughts.”36 However, that is precisely what the Department now asks us to
do.

The Department’s haphazard questions and lack of corresponding regulatory text
have deprived the public of its rightful and meaningful role in this rulemaking. Any
changes to the well-entrenched duties test will result in the upheaval of the past decade of
case law and agency opinions and would be done without providing any substantive notice
to the regulated community.37 While the Department may attempt to bootstrap any changes
to the duties test to cherry-picked comments, this does not shield the final rule from
challenge. As the D.C. Circuit has held, the “fact that some commenters actually submitted
comments” addressing the final rule “is of little significance,” because “[c]ommenting
parties cannot be expected to monitor all other comments submitted to an agency.”38

2015 NPRM at 38543

Id.

Pub. L. No. 70-4-4.

See CSX Transp., Inc. v. Sw/ace Transp. ild., 584 F.3d 1076, 1082 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (finding that
commenters could not have anticipated which “particular aspects of [the agency’s] proposal [were] open
for consideration.”).
36 Arizona Public Serv. Co. t EPA, 211 F.3d 1280 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (citation omitted).

See. e.g., Prometheus Radio Project v. FCC, 652 F.3d 43 I, 450 (3d Cir. 2011) (holding that final rule was
not a logical outgrowth of “open-ended” questions that failed to describe what the agency was “considering
or why”).

Fertilizer Inst v. EPA, 935 F.2d 1303, 1312 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (an agency cannot “bootstrap notice from a
comment”) (citations omitted).
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Instead, the Department must “itself provide notice of a regulatory proposal,” but has failed
to do so?

Should any changes to the duties test result from this notice of proposed
rulemaking, the final rule would fail to comply with Executive Orders 12866 and 13563.
Executive Orders 12866 and 13563 require agencies, in promulgating regulations, to assess
all costs and benefits of available regulatory alternatives.40 In particular, an agency must
consider the costs of enforcement and compliance prior to implementing regulations.4’
Because the Department has declined to proffer any specific proposal, the enormity of the
costs that the regulated community will inevitably face have not been explored.
Stakeholders are left without the opportunity to address the potential costs and benefits the
Department has identified in making any changes to the white collar duties test — as no
such costs and benefits have been discussed. Thus, the requirements as set forth in
Executive Orders 12866 and 13563 have not been met.42

The undefined topics upon which the Department seeks comments through the
current NPRM utterly deprive stakeholders of this meaningful opportunity to express their
views. It is, therefore, IFA’s view thai should the Department seek to change the duties
requirements contained in 29 C.F.R. Part 541, it would first be required to notice the
specific proposals being considered — and costs and benefits associated with the same —

and then afford the public the appropriate opportunity to comment.

The importance of allowing the public to comment on specific changes to
regulatory text can be found in the regulatory history’ of Part 541 itself. The Department
balanced concerns raised by both the employee and employer communities in finalizing
the current primary duties test contained in its 2004 Final Rule. In response to the
Department’s proposed regulation revising the test to determine an executive exempt
employee, the AFL-CIO commented, among others, that the proposed phraseology “a
primary duty” weakened the test by allowing for more than one primary duty and not
requiring that the most important duty be management. The Department agreed, replacing
the word “a” with “whose,” reinforcing its intent that an employee can only have one
primary duty. Any attempt to undo the Department’s fully vetted test — particularly in the
absence of proposed regulatory text upon which the public can comment — may result in

39See Id.

°58 Fed. keg. 51735 (Oct. 4, 1993); 76 Fed. keg. 3821-23 (Jan. 21, 2011).
4158 Fed. Reg. 51735 (Oct. 4, 1993).
42 Executive Order 13563 also requires that regulations be adopted through a process that sufficiently involves
public participation. 76 Fed. keg. 382 1-22 (Jan. 21, 2011). Specifically, Executive Order 13563 requires that
an agency afford the public a “meaningful opportunity to comment through the Internet on any proposed
regulation, with a comment period that should generally be at least 60 days.” 76 Fed. Reg. 382 1-22 (Jan.
21, 2011) (emphasis supplied). In addition, Executive Order 13563 requires an agency, before issuing a
notice of proposed rulemaking, to seek the views of those who are likely to be affected by such nilemaking.
Id. at 3822.
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similarly unintended consequences. It further undermines the professed goal of
simplifying the current regulations. Thus, as the AFL-CIO acknowledged in 2004. words
matter and even minor changes to seemingly innocuous words can have a significant, even
if inadvertent impact on the scope of the exemption.13

By adopting any changes to the regulatory text of the Part 541 duties tests in a Final
Rule, the Department will be ignoring President Obama’s directive provide the public with
a “meaningful opportunity” to comment on proposed regulations.

B. The Concurrent Duties Provision Should Remain Untouched

Deeply troubling IFA is the notion that the Department may seek to eliminate or
modify the current “concurrent dutie& provision that lets an exempt employee perform
both exempt and non-exempt tasks without jeopardizing the executive exemption.44 The
inclusion of the concurrent duties rule in 2004 acknowledged the realities that front-line
managers—particularly those working for small businesses—perform an essential
managerial function even while performing many of the same job duties as their
subordinates. These realities have not changed since 2004 and the Department should not
change the rule.

Currently, the regulations provide:

Concurrent performance of exempt and nonexempt work
does not disqualify an employee from the executive
exemption if the requirements of § 541.100 are otherwise
met. Whether an employee meets the requirements of §
541.100 when the employee performs concurrent duties is
determined on a case-by-ease basis and based on the factors
set forth in § 541.700 [related to primary duty test].
Generally. exempt executives make the decision regarding
when to perform nonexempt duties and remain responsible
for the success or failure of business operations under their
management while performing the nonexempt work.45

Section 541.106 allows integral exempt employees such as store or restaurant
managers to perform duties that are non-exempt in nature while simultaneously acting in a
managerial capacity. If this “concurrent duties” provision is eliminated, it could mean the
wholesale loss of the executive exemption for both assistant managers and managers,
particularly in smaller establishments. During the stakeholder listening sessions held in

Preamble at 22137 (citing Comments of AFL-CIO).

2OI5NPRM at38543.
‘ 29 C.F.R. § 541.106.
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advance of this proposed rule, the Department heard from employer stakeholders who
advocated for the need to maintain flexibility in the duties tests.46 These stakeholders
stated “that the ability of a store or restaurant manager or assistant manager to ‘pitch in’
and help line employees when needed was a key part of their organizations’ management
culture and necessary to enhancing the customer experience.”47 They further noted that
“employees in these entry-level management positions are critically important to their
organizations and that the experience they gain in these positions will lead to higher level
management opportunities.”48 IFA joins these stakeholders in “universally urg[ing] the
Department not to consider any changes to the current duties tests” because “while the
duties tests are sometimes difficult to apply and may not be perfect, employers have an
understanding of the meaning and application of the current duties tests and any changes
might engender costly litigation as parties try to adapt to and interpret the new rules.”49

This issue has already been reviewed and resolved during the 2004 rulemaking:

The Department believes that the proposed and final
regulations are consistent with current case law which makes
clear that the performance of both exempt and nonexempt
duties concurrently or simultaneously does not preclude an
employee from qualifying for the executive exemption.
Numerous courts have determined that an employee can
have a primary duty of management while concurrently
performing nonexempt duties. See, e.g., Jones v. Virginia
Oil Co., 2003 WL 21699882, at *4(4th Cir. 2003) (assistant
manager who spent 75 to 80 percent of her time performing
basic Line-worker tasks held exempt because she “could
simultaneously perform many of her management tasks”);
Murray v. Stuckey’s, Inc., 939 F.2d 614, 617—20 (8th Cir.
1991) (store managers who spend 65 to 90 percent of their
time on “routine non-management jobs such as pumping gas,
mowing the grass, waiting on customers and stocking
shelves” were exempt executives); Donovan v. Burger King
Corp., 672 F.2d 221, 226 (1st Cir. 1982) (“an employee can
manage while performing other work,” and “this other work
does not negate the conclusion that his primary duty is
management”); Home v. Crown Central Petroleum, Inc.,
775 F. Supp. 189, 190 (D.S.C. 1991) (convenience store

462015 NPRM at 38542.

20I5 NPRM at 38542.
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manager held exempt even though she performed
management duties “simultaneously with assisting the store
clerks in waiting on customers”). Moreover, courts have
noted that exempt executives generally remain responsible
for the success or failure of business operations under their
management while performing the nonexempt work. See
Jones v. Virginia Oil Co., 2003 WL 21699882, at *4

(“Jones” managerial functions were critical to the success’
of the business); Donovan v. Burger King Corp., 675 F.2d
516, 521 (2d Cir. 1982) (the employees’ managerial
responsibilities were “most important or critical to the
success of the restaurant”); Home v. Crown Central
Petroleum, Inc., 775 F. Supp. at 191 (nonexempt tasks were
“not nearly as cnicial to the store’s success as were the
management functions”).5°

In 2004, the Department reviewed the case law cited above and stated that it
believed these cases accurately reflected the appropriate test of exempt executive status
and was a “practical approach that could be realistically applied in the modern workforce,
particularly in restaurant and retail settings.”5’ Accordingly, no changes to the concurrent
duties provision are necessary or warranted.

C. The Inclusion of Additional Duties Tests Is Unwarranted

IFA opposes any revision to the duties test — particularly one which introduces a
quantitative requirement — whether made in reversion to a long/short duties test or
otherwise. Such a change would upend the regulated community, adding substantial
unjustified (and unexplored) costs and burdens on employers, and serve to increase
litigation. In its NPRM, the Department now looks to potentially nullify the established
primary duties requirements contained in 29 C.F.R. Part 541 by inquiring whether
employees should be required to spend a specified minimum amount of time excLusively
performing their primary duty in order to qualify as exempt, citing California’s 50%
primary duty requirement as an example. The Department also suggests that it may return
to the more detailed long duties test should, in its estimation, the minimum salary level not
sufficiently succeed in demarcating between exempt executives and nonexempt
employees.

The Department’s reference to California’s 50% primary duty rule52 is particularly
troubling because, like other jurisdictions that have adopted such quantitative tests,

° See Preamble at 22186.

Id at 22137.

52015NPRM at38543.
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California has realized the unintended negative effects of its so-called “bright-line” rule.
Rather than decreasing litigation and uncertainty over classifications, California’s rule has
had the opposite effect—substantial litigation as members of the California plaintiffs’ bar
have come to realize (and capitalize on) the extreme difficulty employers face in proving
the amount of time employees spend on exempt versus non-exempt tasks. Indeed, such a
rule places an enonnou5 burden on employers to engage in extensive analysis and time
testing, wading through the hour-by-hour—and in some cases minute-by-minute—tasks of
their employees in order to defend their classification decisions. Regardless of any effort
to regulate around such ambiguities, the central issue will always remain what is—and
what is not—exempt work.

The Department has already acknowledged that these precise concerns render
quantitative testing impracticable. In 2004, responding to commenters who requested the
addition of a quantitative lest, the Department reasoned that such analysis unnecessarily
adds complexity and burdens to exemption testing by, for example, requiring employers to
“time-test managers for the duties they perform, hour-by-hour in a typical workweek.”53
Requiring employers to “distinguish[ which specific activities were inherently a part ofan
employee’s exempt work proved to be a subjective and difficult evaluative task that
prompted contentious disputes.”54 Establishing quantitative requirements needlessly
muddles a process the Department asserts through its NPRM should be streamlined. As
the Department noted in 2004, “[ut serves no productive interest if a complicated
regulatory structure implementing a statutory directive means that few peopLe can arrive at
a correct conclusion, or that many people arrive at different conclusions, when trying to
apply the standards to widely varying and diverse employment settings.”55

The Preamble to the 2004 Final Rule identified further concerns with requiring a
strict delineation of time spent on exempt and non-exempt duties:

For example, employers are not generally required to
maintain any records of daily or weekly hours worked by
exempt employees (see 29 CFR 516.3), nor are they required
to perform a moment-by-moment examination of an exempt
employee’s specific duties to establish that that an
exemption is available. Yet reactivating the former strict
percentage limitations on nonexempt work in the existing
‘long’ duties tests could impose significant new monitoring
requirements (and, indirectly, new recordkeeping burdens)
and require employers to conduct a detailed analysis of the

Preamble at 22126.

MId. at 22137.
55
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substance of each particular employee’s daily and weekly
tasks in order to determine ifan exemption applied.56

Rather than solve any of the perceived problems with the primary duty test, a
quantitative requirement only creates tremendous recordkeeping burdens on employers and
adds to employers’ uncertainty over classifications. Such a quantitative requirement
merely serves to incentivize plaintiffs’ attorneys to systematically attack an employee’s
classification. No benefit is to be derived from now injecting a quantitative requirement to
the well-settled qualitative approach.

IFA reminds the Department that, as part of its 2004 Rulemaking, the Department
evaluated—and rejected—prior proposals for a quantitative “bright-line” test such as that
employed in California. Indeed, the Department warned:

Adopting a strict 50-percent rule for the first time would not
be appropriate . . . because of the difficulties of tracking the
amount of time spent on exempt tasks. An inflexible 50-
percent rule has the same flaws as an inflexible 20-percent
rule. Such a rule would require employers to perform a
moment-by-moment examination of an exempt employee’s
specific daily and weekly tasks, thus imposing significant
new monitoring requirements (and, indirectly, new
recordkeeping burdens).57

The Department’s reasoned analysis conducted in 2004 still holds true in 2015.
Rather than focusing on a quantitative test, the 2004 Final Rule instead chose to focus on
four nonexclusive factors for determining the primary duty of the employee:

(1) The relative importance of the exempt duties as compared with other types
of duties;

(2) The amount of time spent performing exempt work;

(3) The employee’s relative freedom from direct supervision; and

(4) The relationship between the employee’s salary and the wages paid to other
employees for the same kind of nonexempt work.5

Under these factors, the amount of time spent may be considered, but is not
indicative alone, of an exempt status. Indeed, the 2004 Preamble to the Final Rule

56 Id. at 22126-22127.
“ See Preamble at 22186.
5829 U.S.C. § 541.700.
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emphasized that:

The time spent performing exempt work has always been,
and will continue to be, just one factor for determining
primary duty. Spending more than 50 percent of the time
performing exempt work has been, and will continue to be.
indicative of exempt status. Spending less than 50 percent
of the time performing exempt work has never been, and will
not be, dispositive of nonexempt status.

[T]he search for an employee’s primary duty is a search
for the “character of the employee’s job as a whole.” Thus,
both the current and final regulations “call for a holistic
approach to determining an employee’s primary duty,” not
“day-by-day scrutiny of the tasks of managerial or
administrative employees.” Counts v. South Carolina
Electric & Gas Co., 317 F.3d 453, 456 (4th Cir. 2003)
(“Nothing in the FLSA compels any particular time frame
for determining an employee’s primary duty”).59

Similarly, a reversion to any iteration of the previously abandoned “long/short” test
would entirely undermine President Barack Obama’s direction that the Secretary
“modernize and streamline the existing overtime regulations for executive, administrative,
and professional employees.” This goal is plainly not met should the Department
incorporate any form of the old quantitative prong contained in the prior long duties test.
Nor is the goal furthered by returning to two tests instead of one standard test.

Complicating the duties test by creating a tiered system requiring employers to test
multiple requirements under different scenarios, represents neither a modernization nor a
streamlining of the analysis. Indeed, when the Department proposed merging the
long/short test into a single duties test in its 2003 NPRM, the Department concluded:

The existing duties tests are so confusing, complex and
outdated that often employment lawyers, and even Wage and
Hour Division investigators, have difficulty determining
whether employees qualify for the exemption.6°

In eliminating the short/long duties test in favor of the current “primary duty” tests
through the 2004 Final Rule, the Department advanced its goal to reform and simplify the
regulations. Two tests would make it more difficult to determine the application of the

“See Preamble at 22186.
60 Preamble at 22122.
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duties test and it would create instability and uncertainty amongst the regulated community.

Indeed, as the Department recognizes in its NPRM, any increase in the salary level
will have the result that “more employees performing bona INc white collar duties will
become entitled to overtime because they are paid a salary below the salary threshold.”6’
This is particularly true in states with a lower cost of living. As one recent study indicates,
in 10 states indexing the salary threshold to the national 40th percentile would make 45%,
not 40%, of full-time salaried workers eligible for overtime.62 The study concludes that in
eight states, 50% of salaried workers would be overtime eligible.63 The resulting reduction
in the number of employees who will qualify for an exemption to the FLSA’s overtime
requirements will impact the business community substantially. Such changes will only
further be complicated by adding new requirements employers must contend with —just as
having to address new varying exemption tests.

IFA urges the Department to continue its application of the holistic approach
developed in 2004 and summarily reject any requirement that duties must be measured or
that an antiquated two test system be reinstituted.

HI. ENFORCEMENT

If finalized, these new regulations will create tremendous uncertainty among
employers. The Wage and Hour Division (WHD) must serve the critical need of ensuring
its approach to enforcement is reasonable and even-handed. Of particular concern to our
members is any adverse inference which may be presumed by the WHD from members
providing compliance assistance to franchisees. Franchisors should be encouraged to offer
general guidance on the implications of the Final Rule to those carrying their brand.
Compliance benefits all. Assistance efforts should not be cloaked in a veil of apprehension
of adverse inference. In other words, the WHD should not use the mere act of providing
of information or other tools to aid compliance as any evidence of “direct,” “potential,” or
“indirect” control, or any type of joint employment relationship. Such assistance entirely
fails to establish that any franchisee employee is economically dependent upon the
franchisor and the Department should expressly state the same in issuing its Final Rule.

Following the issuance of the Final Rule, WHD must ensure that employers are
provided with meaningful compliance assistance and must support those employers who
evaluate their wage and hour practices and seek to correct any mistakes with DOL
supervision of any back wage payments. Given the uncertainties that will result from any
increase in the minimum salary level, the IFA strongly encourages the Department to

612015 NPRM at 38531.
62 See liLtjs:iwww.poIiticoro.com’Iabor/whiLchoardi2O1 5’09/nrf-overtime-threshold-too-hiuh-for-rural-
areas-059773 (last visited September 1,2015).
63 Id
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implement a year-long safe harbor, during which employers can self-correct violations
without fear of litigation. This action will also help WHO preserve their resources for
those cases where they can be used most effectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the IFA and the undersigned franchisee organizations object to any
changes in the white collar exemption other than a modest increase to the standard salary
level for exemption. We hope that the Department will seriously consider our views and
the views of others in the business community.

Sincerely,

Michael K. Layman Lysa Little
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs Executive Director
International Franchise Association Franchise Management Advisory

Council
Ashley A. Coneff
Treasurer Brad Lowry
American Pizza Community Chairman

Jimmy John’s Franchisee Association
Edwin J. Shanahan
Executive Director Mary Adolf
Dunkin Donuts Independent Franchise Executive Director
Owners, Inc. International Pizza Hut Franchise

Holders’ Association
Chip Rogers
President & CEO Wayne Hale
Asian-American Hotel Owners’ President
Association KF Franchisee Association, Inc.

Peg Duenow Pete Walley
Government Affairs Chair Government Relations Committee
Association of Kentucky Fried Chicken Chairman
Franchisees North American Association of

Subway® Franchisees
Misty Chally
Executive Director Andy Myers
Coalition of Franchisee Associations Chief Executive Officer

National Franchisee Association
Christy Williams
Executive Director
Franchise Business Services
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Curt Staab
Chairman
Old Fashioned Franchise Association

Scottie Cahill
President
Papa Murphy’s Franchisee Association

Jennifer Palmer
Executive Director
Popeye’s International Franchisee
Association

OfCounsel:
Michael Lotito
Co-Chair Workplace Policy Institute and
Shareholder
Littler Mendelson, P.C.
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CIFA

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING: www.regulations.gov

The Honorable R. Alexander Acosta

Secretary of Labor

do Ms. Melissa Smith, Director

Division of Regulations, Legislation & Interpretation

Wage and Hour Division

United States Department of Labor

200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Rm 5-3502

Washington, DC 20210
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RE: RIN 1235-M20, Request for Information, Defining and Delimiting the Exemptions

for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside Sales and Computer
Employees, 82 FR 34616 (July 26, 2017)

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The International Franchise Association (“IFA”) submits these comments in response to the Request for
Information by the Department of Labor (the “Department” or “DCL”) published in the Federal Register
on July 26, 2017, regarding defining and delimiting the exemptions for executive, administrative,
professional, outside sales and computer employees in Section 13(a)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act
(“FLSA” or the “Act”), 29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1).

The IFA’s members include franchise companies in over 300 different business format categories,

individual franchisees, and companies that support the industry in marketing, law, technology, and
business development. The IFA’s mission is to protect, enhance, and promote franchising. The IFA works
through its government relations and public policy, media relations, and educational programs to

further the interests of over 733,000 franchise establishments that support nearly 7.6 million direct jobs,

over $674 billion of economic output for the U.S. economy, and over $404 billion of Gross Domestic

Product. The WA’s members operate in all 50 states and in all facets of industry. Most franchisees are

small businesses, without human resources departments or in-house legal counsel. They rely upon

information and support provided by the IFA and other resources.
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The IFA supports the Department’s decision to revisit its 2016 changes1 to the regulations2 defining and
delimiting the executive, administrative, and professional exemptions in Section 13(a)(1) of the Act.3
The members of the IFA share the concerns of the various stakeholders identified by the Department in
its request for public comment4 that the 2016 Final Rule set a new salary level inappropriately high,
excluding from overtime exemption too many employees who would otherwise satisfy the exemption
duties tests. The 2016 Final Rule, which more than doubled the minimum salary level for exemption
from $455 per week ($23,660 annualized) to $913 per week ($47,476 annualized), was found to be
contrary to Congressional intent and exceeding the Department’s authority in State of Nevada, et ai. v.
U.S. Department of Labor.5 As the court in Nevado explained, “it is clear Congress defined the EAP
exemption with regard to duties. In other words, Congress unambiguously intended the exemption to
apply to employees who perform “‘bona fide executive, administrative, or professional capacity’
duties.”6 Although the ELSA gives the Department broad authority to define and delimit the exemption,
that authority “is limited by the plain meaning of the words of the statute and Congress’s intent.”7 The
Department “does not have authority to use a salary-level test that will effectively eliminate the duties
test as prescribed by Section 2013(a)(1).”8

“While the plain meaning of Section 213(afll) does not provide for a salary requirement,” before 2016,
the Department used “a permissible minimum salary level as a test for identifying categories of
employees Congress intended to exempt.” The Department set “the minimum salary level as a floor to
‘screen out the obviously nonexempt employees, making an analysis of duties in such cases
unnecessary.”° Setting a minimum salary level “somewhere near the lower end of the range of
prevailing salaries” is “consistent with Congress’s intent because salary serves as a defining
characteristic when determining who, in good faith, performs actual executive, administrative, or
professional capacity duties.””

‘81 FR 32391 (May 23. 2016) (“2016 Final Rule”).

229 C.F.R. Pan 541.

29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1) (the “EAP exemptions”).

82 FR 34618 (July 26, 2017) (“Proposed Rules”).

CA No. 4:16-CV-731, 2017 WL 3837230 (ED. Tex. Aug. 31, 201 7).
6 Nevada, 2017 WL 38377230 at 7.
7

Id.

91d. at *8

‘°Id. (citing Harry Weiss, Report and Recommendations on Proposed Rei4sions ofRegulations, Part 541 (June 30,
1949) (the “1949 Weiss Report”) at 7-8.

“Id.
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A $913 weekly salary requirement goes far beyond the mandate of setting a minimum floor to “screen
out the obviously nonexempt employees”. Instead, the prospect of a minimum salary level at this
amount has had — and will have — a significant adverse impact on businesses, particularly in low-wage
regions and industries, which encompasses many of IFA’s members. Moreover, it is the opinion of the
IFA and its members that the changes made through the 2016 Final Rule run counter to President
Trump’s Executive Order 13777 because they negatively impede job creation, the increased salary level
unnecessarily excludes from the overtime exemptions many employees who would otherwise meet the
duties tests, and the changes impose significant costs which far exceed any benefits.

The 2016 Final Rule and its increased salary level and scheduled indexing are greatly concerning to the
IFA and its members between (add dates of survey). To better assess the impact of the 2016 Final Rule
on its membership, the IFA surveyed its members. The IFA received nearly 300 responses from
franchisees and franchisors, with over 55% of respondents reporting having less than 50 employees, and
over 80% reporting annual revenue of less than $10 million in 2016. These respondents reported
significant tangible and intangible impacts on small businesses as a result of the 2016 Final Rule. Almost
75% of all respondents reported a substantial increase in operating costs including an increase in
overtime labor costs, increased timekeeping and payroll administration costs and costs associated with
providing additional training and modifying policies and procedures. The average amount of estimated
costs expected by members to comply with the 2016 Final Rule was just over $60,000, although some
estimates went as high as $5 million. In response to these escalating costs, members reported taking
different mitigating actions including increasing costs to customers, decreasing or eliminating employee
bonus and incentive programs and investigating additional automation options aimed at reducing labor
costs.

Accordingly, while the IFA agrees that the minimum salary level should be increased from the pre-2016
Final Rule level of $455 per week, it urges the Department to revisit — and substantially reduce— the
$913 weekly salary requirement. In doing so, the IFA contends that the Department should utilize the
same or a similar methodology as it used in its 2004 rulemaking. Aside from revising the salary level, the
Department should not make any further changes to the Part 541 regulations at this time.

The Department has requested information in eleven specific areas. The IFA’s responses to each of
these are set forth below:

1900 K Street. NW., Stñte 700 Washington, DC 20006 USA
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1. The 2016 Final Rule Set The “White Collar” Minimum Salary Threshold At An
Unprecedented Level And The 2004 Methology Should Instead Be Used

In 2004 the Department set the standard salary level at $455 per week, which excluded
from the exemption roughly the bottom 20 percent of salaried employees in the South
and in the retail industry. Would updating the 2004 salary level for inflation be an
appropriate basis for setting the standard salary level and, if so, what measure of
inflation should be used? Alternatively, would applying the 2004 methodology to current
salary data (South and retail industry) be on appropriate basis for setting the salary
level? Would setting the salary level using either of these methods require changes ta
the standard duties test and, if so, what change(s) should be made?

In the 2016 Final Rule, the Department increased the minimum salary level based upon the 40th
percentile based on earnings of full-time non-hourly workers in the lowest wage Census Region, which
was identified as the South Census Region. This methodology resulted in a minimum salary level of $913
per week or $47,476 annually —more than double from the requirement of $455 per week or $23,660
peryearsetin 2004.

The 2016 Final Rule increase and the DOL’s methodology in setting the increase were unprecedented
and unsupported. Bucking 77 years of regulatory tradition, the DCL used information regarding
employee salaries to benchmark the salary level at the extraordinary 40th percentile. While the
Department in prior rulemakings has utilized salary information in setting the minimum salary level, it
has never come close to the 40th percentile. In 195812 and 196313, the Department used the 10th
percentile. In 1970, the Department set the salary level just below the 12th percentile of executive
employee in the West.14 In 2004, the Department used the 20th percentile of salary levels in the South
region and the retail industry.’5 This methodology was used, in part, to account for the standard duties

2 Harry S. Kantor, Report and Reconunendations on Proposed Revision ofRegulations, Part 531, Wage and Hour
& Public Contracts Division, U.S. Department of Labor (March 3, 1958) (“1958 Kantor Report”) at 7-8.

‘28 FR at 7004 (July 9, 1963).

‘28 FR 7002, 7004 (July 9. 1963).

‘69 FR at 22167-69 and Tables 2 & 3.
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test which was adopted in 2004 and resulted in the elimination of the restriction on nonexempt work in

the old long duties tests.16

The 2016 Final Rule 40th percentile methodology results in a salary level that is substantially higher than
applying the 1958 or 2004 methodology. In responding to criticism that the proposed level, which was
based on salaries nation-wide, would have a disproportionate and adverse impact on businesses in
lower-wage southern states, the Department determined that the salary set in the 2016 Final Rule
would be based on earnings of full-time salaried workers in the lowest earning Census Region — the
South Census Region.17 However, reliance upon this methodology is disingenuous and misleading as it
fails to account for the significant disparities in median income of the represented states. The Census
Bureau divides the country into four large regions: Northeast, Midwest, South and West. Each region is
then subdivided into smaller divisions. The states included in the South Census Region, including
Maryland, the District of Columbia and Virginia, which are three of the top 11 income areas in the
country.18 Broadly including data from these areas ignores the Department’s historical methodology of
studying salaries paid to exempt employees in lower-wage areas and industries, resulting in an
inappropriately high salary level. Averaging the salaries paid to employees in the District of Colubmia —

which ranks number five in median income — with Mississippi — which ranks number 51 in the country —

disproportionally increases the salary levels and significantly disadvantages employers in the lowest-
wage jurisdictions. Moreover, failing to consider low wage industries — such as retail, restaurants and
small-businesses — further deviates from the historical methodology of studying salaries paid to exempt
employee in “the lowest-wage region, or in the smallest size establishment group, or in the smallest-
sized city group, or in the lowest-wage industry.”19

Even applying the 40th percentile in the South Census Region, the DOL has not explained its failure to
consider salary levels in the lowest wage subdivisions, the lowest wage industries, the smallest
businesses and the smallest cities — or to include earnings data of lawyers, doctors and sales employees
who are not subject to the Part 541 salary requirements. Historically, with only a few exceptions, the

62004 Final Rule, 69 FR at 22167 (“we relied on the lowest 20 percent of salaried employees in the South, rather
than the lowest 10 percent, because of the proposed change from the short and long lest structure and because the
data included nonexempt salaried employees”).
20l6 Final Rule, 81 FR at 32408. The South Census region is compromised of the District of Columbia,

Maryland, Virginia, Delaware, North Carolina, Texas, Georgia, Kentucky, South Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama,
Oklahoma, Louisiana, Florida, West Virginia, Arkansas, and Mississippi.

IS The District of Columbia ranks as having the fifth highest median income of all states in the country with median
weekly earnings for salaried FLSA covered workers of S 1,352 per week or an annual equivalent of $70.3 LI.
Maryland ranks number nine with median weekly earnings ofS 1,265 per week and an annual equivalent of $65,782
and Virginia ranks number eleven with median weekly earnings of S 1.233 per week and an annual equivalent of
$64,134. See Current Population Survey. Outgoing Rotation Series, pooled May 2014 to July 2017. Earnings data
adjusted by CPI-W to July 2017 dollar equivalent.

1958 Kantor Report at 7-8.
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DOL has increased the salary levels at a rate of between 2.8% and 5.5% per year. The DOL’s 2016 Final
Rule represented an increase of almost 10% per year.

Since 2004, salaries have not increased by over 10% annually. The DCL has never before doubled the
salary levels for the white-collar exemptions in a single rulemaking, let alone more than doubled the
salary levels as set forth in the 2016 Final Rule.

Staggeringly, the NPRM’s proposal wholly discounts the significant impact increasing the salary level at
the proposed rate will have upon the majority of the country, particularly in areas and in industries
where the identified 40% threshold is entirely disproportionate to actual average salaries. Similar to the
2004 methodology, consideration needs to be paid to regional and industry averages. The 2016 Final
Rule salary level has a disproportionate impact on many industries — and in particular small businesses.
Millions of employees who work for smaller employers will clearly meet the white collar duties
requirements but earn below $47.476 a year. IFA respectfully requests that the Department
significantly reduce its proposed standard salary level for exemption. As the Court noted in the Nevada
decision, the DOL’s 2016 Final Rule undermines the purpose of the salary threshold. For almost 70 years
(since 1949):

The Department has long recognized that the salary paid to an
employee is the “best single test” of exempt status (Stein Report at
19) and that setting a minimum salary threshold provides a “ready
method of screening out the obviously nonexempt employees” while
furnishing a “completely objective and precise measure which is not
subject to differences of opinion or variations in judgment.” Weiss
Report at 8—9. The Department reaffirmed this position in the 2004
Final Rule, explaining that the “salary level test is intended to help
distinguish bona fide executive, administrative, and professional
employees from those who were not intended by Congress to come
within these exempt categories[,1” and reiterating that any increase in
the salary level must “have as its primary objective the drawing of a
line separating exempt from nonexempt employees.” 20

Thus, to implement Congress’ intent, the DCL should not set the minimum salary threshold at a level
that excludes a significant number of employees who obviously meet the duties tests for exemption.

20,015 NPRM at 38524 (ching 69 Fed. Reg. 22165).
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The salary level must be appropriate across the “many thousands of different situations throughout the
country.”2’

As the Department stated in 1949: 7o be sure, salaries vary, industry by industry, and in different parts
of the country, and it undoubtedly occurs that an employee may have a high order of responsibility
without a commensurate salary.” 22 Thus, to avoid excluding millions of employees from the exemption
who do perform exempt job duties, the Department has recognized that “the same salary cannot
operate with equal effect as a test in high-wage and low-wage industries and regions, and in
metropolitan and rural areas, in an economy as complex and diversified as that of the United States.
Despite the variation in effect, however, it is clear that the objectives of the salary tests will be
accomplished if the levels selected are set at points near the lower end of the current range of
salaries”2’ of exempt employees “in the lowest-wage region, or in the smallest size establishment group,
or in the smallest-sized city group, or in the lowest-wage industry.”24

Continued utilization of the 2016 Final Rule methodology is unworkable and will render the duties test
superfluous. The DOL should not set the level so high that it expands the number of employees eligible
for overtime beyond what Congress envisioned when it created the exemptions. Yet, this is exactly
what the DOL did through the 2016 Final Rule. This is particularly true for many of our members’
businesses who operate in regions where the 40th percentile is far below $47,476 salary and who have
employees who clearly meet the duties tests. Accordingly, the IFA recommends that the Department
revisit the minimum salary levels, utilizing the same — or similar — methodology used in establishing the
salary levels in the 2004 rulemaking. A salary level set near the lower end of current salaries in the
lowest-wage region, the smallest size establishments, in the smallest-sized city group, or in the lowest-
wage industry establishes a bright and reasonable line between exempt and nonexempt employees.

2. A Single Minimum Salary Level Should Be Set Nationwide.

Should the regulations contain multiple standard salary levels? If so, how should these
levels be set by size of employer, census region, census division, state, metropoliton
statistical area, or some other method? For exomple, should the regulations set multiple
salary levels using a percentage based adjustment like that used by the federal
government in the General Schedule Locality Areas to adjust for the varying cost-of-living
across different parts of the United States? What would the impact of multiple standard

21 Report and Recommendations on Proposed Revisions ofRegulations, Pail 511, at 9, Harry Weiss, Presiding
Officer, Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions, U.S. Department of Labor (June 30, 1949).
22 itt at II.

1958 Kantor Report at 5.
24 Id. at 6-7.
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salary levels be on particular regions or industries, and on employers with locations in
more than one state?

The Department should not adopt multiple standard salary levels, as doing so adds unneeded additional
complexity and makes it exceedingly difficult for employers to engage in multi-jurisdictional operations.

As set forth in its response to Question 1, it is the position of the IFA that there is no need for multiple
salary levels if the Department adopts a standard salary level that screens out only obviously nonexempt
employees. Although stakeholders have previously suggested multiple standard salary levels, the
Department has always rejected such requests.25 The Department should not deviate from this
historical standard now. Applying the 2004 or similar methodology to current BLS data which accounts
for differences in salaries by setting the salary level near the lower end of current salaries in the lowest-
wage region, the smallest size establishments, in the smallest-sized city group, or in the lowest-wage
industry obviates the need for multiple salary levels.

3. Different Salary Levels Should Not Be Set By Exemption.

Should the Department set different standard salary levels for the executive,
administrative and professional exemptions as it did prior to 2004 and, if so, should
there be a lower salary for executive and administrative employees as was done from
1963 until the 2004 rulemaking? What would the impact be on employers and
employees?

The Department should not adopt different standard salary levels for the executive, administrative and
professional exemptions. For the reasons stated above, if the Department adopts a standard salary level
“somewhere near the lower end of the range of prevailing salaries” in order to exclude only obviously
nonexempt employees based on salary alone, there would be no need to add the additional complexity
of different salary levels for executive, administrative and professional exemptions.

The regulated community has not been burdened with complying with multiple salary levels by
exemption for more than two decades. Prior to 2004, the Part 541 regulations established different
salary levels under the long duties test for the executive, administrative and professional exemptions.
From 1940 to 1963, the Department adopted a lower salary level for the executive exemption.
Beginning in 1963, the salary level for executive and administrative employees were the same, with a

25 In 1940, 1963, 1970, 2004 and 2016, the Department rejected proposals based on community size, geographical
variations, andlor different industries. See 1940 Stein Report at 5-6; 28 FR 7002, 7002 & 7004 (July 9, 1963); 35
FR 883, 884 (Jan. 22, 1970); 2004 Final Rule, 69 FR at 22171; and 2016 Final Rule, SI FR at 32411.
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higher salary level for professionals. The Part 541 regulations have never included different salary levels
by exemption under the short duties test.

The salary level under the long duties test that was in effect from 1975 to 2004 for executive and
administrative employees was $155 per week — equivalent to just $3.875 per hour for a 40-hour
workweek, which was below the 1991 minimum wage of $4.25 per hour. For professionals, the

salary level under the long duties test in effect from 1975 to 2004 was $170 per week — equivalent to
just $4.25 per hour for a 40-hour workweek, which was equal to the 1991 minimum wage and below the
1996 minimum wage of $4.75. Thus, by 1996, few employers relied on the long duties test and salary
levels, and instead used the short duties test for exemption that, until 2004, required a salary level of
$250 per week ($6.25 per hour for a 40-hour workweek). In short, the Part 541 regulations have not
included different and operative salary levels by exemption since 1996.

In updating and streamlining the exemptions in 2004, the Department eliminated the long-duty and
short-duty tests in favor, replacing it with primary duty test, and also established a singular minimum
salary level. Reverting back to multiple salary levels for different exemptions now would just create
confusion, increase compliance costs, and would likely result in amplified litigation efforts. Therefore,
the IFA strenuously contests any effort by the Department to reestablish multiple salary levels by
exemption.

4. The Department Should Not Implement The Pre-2004 Short and Long-Test Salary
Levels.

In the 2016 Final Rule the Department discussed in detail the pre- 2004 long and short
test salary levels. To be on effective measure for determining exemption status, should
the standard salary level be set within the historical range of the short test salary level,
at the long test salary level, between the short and long test salary levels, or should it be
based on some other methodology? Would a standard salary level based on each of
these methodologies work effectively with the standard duties test or would changes to
the duties test be needed?

As discussed in response to Question 1, the WA recommends utilizing the same or similar methodology
relied upon by the Department in 2004. This methodology was contrived to account for the
replacement of the long and short duties tests with the more rigorous standards duties test.
Accordingly, the Department should return to the 2004 methodology for setting the standard salary
level and no changes to the duties tests are needed.
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5. The Satan Level Should Be Set At A Level That Does Not Eclipse The Duties Tests.

Does the standard salary level set in the 2016 Final Rule work effectively with the
standard duties test ar, instead, does it in effect eclipse the role of the duties test in
determining exemption status? At what salary level does the duties test no longer fulfill
its historical role in determining exempt status?

As the court found in Nevada, the high salary level adopted in the 2016 Final Rule unlawfully eclipsed
the role of the duties test in determining exempt status. The Department admitted in the 2016 Final
Rule that a $913 per week ($47,476 annualized) salary level would result in “4.2 million employees who
meet the standard duties test” to no longer qualify for the EAP exemptions “irrespective of their job
duties and responsibilities.”26 For those 4.2 million employees who met the duties tests but earned
below $913 per week, the 2016 Final Rule was a total eclipse.

Adjusting the standard salary level using the Department’s 2004 methodology would allow both salary
and duties tests to fulfill their historical role. Although slight modifications to the 2004 methodology is
unlikely to defy Congressional intent, predicting the exact salary level that a court might view as
exceeding the Department’s authority would be pure speculation.

6. The Substantial Impact of the 2016 Final Rule on IFA Members.

To what extent did employers, in anticipation of the 2016 Final Rule’s effective date on
December 1, 2016, increase salaries of exempt employees in order to retain their exempt
status, decrease newly non-exempt employees’ hours or change their implicit hourly
rates so that the total amount paid would remain the same, convert worker pay from
salaries to hourly wages, or make changes to workplace policies either to limit employee
flexibility to work after normal work hours or to track work performed during those
times? Where these or other changes occurred, what has been the impact (both
economic and non-economic) on the workplace for employers and employees? Did small
businesses or other small entities encounter any unique challenges in preparing for the
2016 Final Rule’s effective date? Did employers make any additional changes, such as
reverting salaries of exempt employees to their prior (pre-rule) levels, after the
preliminary injunction was issued?

Because of the litigation challenging the 2016 Final Rule, employers reacted very differently in
anticipation of the December 1, 2016 effective date — often dependent on the expected costs of
providing salary increases to maintain the exemptions and additional overtime due to employees
reclassified to nonexempt. As indicated above, the IFA’s members represent many diverse business

26 2016 Final Rule, 81 FR at 32405 (emphasis added).
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formats including individual franchisees and franchisors as well as companies that support the
franchising industry. To better inform the Department of the unique challenges facing the members of
the lEA — many of whom are small businesses - the IFA surveyed its members on the actual and
prospective impact of the 2016 Final Rule. Of the almost 300 respondents, 84% were franchisees, 15%
were franchisors and 1% was suppliers. Almost 99% of the survey respondents represented for-profit
businesses and the majority of their employees were located in the following geographically mixed
areas:

• New England — 5.37%

• NY/NJ — 6.04%

• Mid-Atlantic— 11.41%

• Southeast — 22.15%

• Midwest—21.48%

• Mountain Plains—9.4%

• West — 10.74%

The largest industry sectors represented were in heafthcare and social assistance (22.15%), followed by
restaurants and food service (19.13%) and retail (12.08%). Almost 80% of respondents had revenue of
less than $10 million in 2016 and almost 55% of respondents reported having less than 50 employees
with 8.06% reporting more than 500 employees. When asked if they had taken any steps to prepare for
the implementation of the 2016 Final Rule, 36.58% of respondents said they had implemented such
changes and 45.64% said they had made plans but did not implement changes. The steps that the
respondents reported taking, or planned to take, to comply with the 2016 Final Rule included the
following;

• Approximately 22% increased salaries of exempt employees to retain their exempt status;

• Approximately 6% increased salaries of exempt employees in order to retain their exempt
status, but also reduce benefits, such as health care or auto or phone allowances, to
minimize costs associated with the salary changes;

• Over 43% reclassified employees to non-exempt overtime eligible;

• About 6% replaced employees with automated alternatives or otherwise reduced
headcount;
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• Almost 11% raised prices for customers as an effect of increased labor costs; and

• Approximately 8% limited the flexibility for reclassified employees to work alternative hours
or at home.

For those who reclassified employees to overtime eligible, significant changes in compensation practices
and policies were reported, including: conversion from salary to hourly pay (62.61%); reducing
employees’ effective hourly rate so that their total pay remained the same (25.65%); requiring
employees to track and record work hours (44.78%); decreasing work hours to ensure total hours were
40 or less per workweek (33.04%); reducing bonuses or commissions (22.61%); and changing benefit
plans, resulting in less favorable benefits (e.g. paid leave, retirement, insurance benefits) (16.52%).

Respondents also reported a substantial increase in operational costs including: increased overtime
costs (74.81%); increased training costs (17.29%); increased timekeeping and/or payroll administration
costs (62.78%); increased managerial costs of supervising additional non-exempt employees (37.97%);
costs associated with drafting or modifying policies and procedures (48.87%); and costs associated with
benefits and/or benefit plan changes (26.32%). When asked to quantify costs, respondents who
reported an increase in labor costs due to salary increases estimated an average of $36,000 in annual
costs going to as much as $250,000. The total amount of additional costs due to complying with the
2016 Final Rule was reported as an average amount of just over $60,000, with other estimates going up
to as high as $5,000,000.

Anecdotally, IFA members reported significant economic and non-economic impacts related to the 2016
Final Rule on both employers and employees. Many respondents identified concerns with employee
morale, particularly employees who feel that they have been demoted or are less valued because they
have been converted to hourly employees. Such a significant increase to the minimum salary level was
also reported as impeding recruitment efforts and limiting promotional opportunities. The conversion
of formally exempt employees to non-exempt status places a disproportionate burden on those
individuals who remain exempt, because more responsibilities are shifted to them in an effort to
manage labor and overtime costs. Members also reported having to decrease or eliminate bonus and
incentive programs for employees, to mitigate increased labors costs. Many members also expressed
concerns over the reduction in flexibility of employees. Having to limit hours or incur additional
overtime costs places great strains on organizations, particularly those with fluctuating work needs such
as healthcare and janitorial industries. Some members reported exploring ways to further automate
operations to reduce labor needs, thus causing potential job reduction.

Overall, the significant increase in the minimum salary level set forth in the 2016 Final Rule, coupled
with the on-going burdens of the automatic increases, placed an enormous strain on the operations of
IFA’s members, many of whom are small businesses operating in low-margin industries. As such, the IFA
implores the Department to consider both the economic as well as non-economic impact of increasing
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the minimal salary level, The IFA asks that the Department instead seek to implement a more modest
increase and eliminate consideration of automatic increases going forward.

7. A Duties-Only Test Should Not Be Adopted.

Would a test for exemption that relies solely on the duties performed by the employee
without regard to the amount of salary paid by the employer be preferable to the
current standard test? If so, what elements would be necessary in a duties-only test and
would examination of the amount of non-exempt work performed be required?

The IFA does not support a duties-only test for exemption if such a test comes with any changes to the
current duties tests.

The IFA opposes any revision to the duties test — particularly one which introduces a quantitative
requirement — whether made in reversion to a long/short duties test or otherwise. Such a change would
upend the regulated community, adding substantial unjustified (and unexplored) costs and burdens on
employers, and serve to increase litigation.

Other jurisdictions that have adopted such quantitative tests, such as California, have realized the
unintended negative effects of its so-called “bright-line” rule. Using California as an example, rather
than decreasing litigation and uncertainty over classifications, California’s rule has had the opposite
effect—substantial litigation as members of the California plaintiffs’ bar have come to realize (and
capitalize on) the extreme difficulty employers face in proving the amount of time employees spend on
exempt versus non-exempt tasks. Indeed, quantitative rules place an enormous burden on employers
to engage in extensive analysis and time testing, wading through the hour-by-hour—and in some cases
minute-by-minute—tasks of their employees in order to defend their classification decisions. Regardless
of any effort to regulate around such ambiguities, the central issue will always remain what is—and
what is not—exempt work.

The Department has already acknowledged that these precise concerns render quantitative testing
impracticable. In 2004, responding to commenters who requested the addition of a quantitative test,
the Department reasoned that such analysis unnecessarily adds complexity and burdens to exemption
testing by, for example, requiring employers to “time-test managers for the duties they perform, hour-
by-hour in a typicai workweek.”2’

17 See Preamble to 2004 Final Rule, 69 Fed. Reg. at 22126 (Apr. 23, 2004) (hereinaFter, ‘Preamble”).
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Requiring employers to “distinguish] which specific activities were inherently a part of an employee’s
exempt work proved to be a subjective and difficult evaluative task that prompted contentious
disputes.”28

The Preamble to the 2004 Final Rule identified further concerns with requiring a strict delineation of
time spent on exempt and non-exempt duties:

For example, employers are not generally required to maintain any
records of daily or weekly hours worked by exempt employees (see 29
CFR 516.3), nor are they required to perform a moment-by-moment
examination of an exempt employee’s specific duties to establish that
that an exemption is available. Yet reactivating the former strict
percentage limitations on nonexempt work in the existing ‘long’ duties
tests could impose significant new monitoring requirements (and,
indirectly, new recordkeeping burdens) and require employers to
conduct a detailed analysis of the substance of each particular
employee’s daily and weekly tasks in order to determine if an
exemption applied.29

Rather than solve any of the perceived problems with the primary duty test, a quantitative requirement
only creates tremendous recordkeeping burdens on employers and adds to employers’ uncertainty over
classifications. Such a quantitative requirement merely serves to incentivize plaintiffs’ attorneys to
systematically attack an employee’s classification. No benefit is to be derived from now injecting a
quantitative requirement to the well-settled qualitative approach.

The IFA urges the Department to retain its reasoned analysis conducted in 2004, establishing four
nonexclusive factors for determining the primary duty of the employee:

(1) The relative importance of the exempt duties as compared with other types of duties;

(2) The amount of time spent performing exempt work;

(3) The employee’s relative freedom from direct supervision; and

(4) The relationship between the employee’s salary and the wages paid to other employees for the
same kind of nonexempt work.

Under these factors, the amount of time spent may be considered, but is not indicative alone, of an
exempt status. Although the Department has the authority to adopt regulations that define and delimit

Jd.at 22137.

Id. at 22126-22127.
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the exemptions based solely on job duties, the Part 541 regulations have included a salary level test
since they were first adopted in 1938. Employers, employees, courts and the Department have found
the salary tests a useful tool to exclude obviously non-exempt employers from the exemption. If the
Department applies the 2004 methodology to make any increase to the standard salary level, that salary
level will fulfill its historical roll, and no changes in the duties tests are needed. The IFA implores the
Department to continue its application of the holistic approach developed in 2004 and summarily reject
any requirement that duties must be measured or that an antiquated two test system be reinstituted
while continuing to utilize a minimum salary level as a basis to exclude those obviously non-exempt.

8. Occupations Impacted.

Does the salary level set in the 2016 Final Rule exclude from exemption particular
occupations that have troditionally been covered by the exemption and, if so, what are
those occupations? Do employees in those occupations perform more than 20 percent or
40 percent non-exempt work per week?

Because salary levels for the same occupation can vary based on the work location of the employee
(e.g., geographic region, rural v. urban), generalizations regarding occupations that would have been
excluded under the 2016 Final Rule are difficult. However, our members report that a high percentage
of managers and assistant managers, particularly in low-wage, low-margin industries such as healthcare,
retail and restaurants, would have been excluded from an exemption under a $913 salary level.

9. Employers Should Be Able To Use Bonuses and CommissioHs Without Limits.

The 2016 Final Rule for the first time permitted non-discretionary bonuses and incentive
payments (including commissions) to satisfy up to 10 percent of the standard salary
level. Is this an appropriate limit or should the regulations feature a different percentage
cap? Is the amount of the standard salary level relevant in determining whether and to
what extent such bonus payments should be credited?

The 2016 Final Rule permitted the inclusion of non-discretionary bonuses and/or commissions — up to
10% of the total required salary — to establish minimal salary levels. The Final Rule would have only
counted bonuses paid quarterly or more frequently, excluding all annual bonuses. While IFA supports
the inclusion of additional compensation in calculating an employee’s salary, the limitations set forth in
the Final Rule are too restrictive and represent a lack of understanding of how businesses operate.

Many bonuses or incentive payments earned by exempt employees are only paid annually. Excluding
these payments from total compensation unduly burdens employers as they are often critical
components of an employee’s total wages. As the stakeholders conveyed prior to the issuance of the
Final Rule, and the Department recognized, nondiscretionary bonuses and incentive payments are “an
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important component of employee compensation in many industries”30 and “such compensation might
be curtailed if the standard salary level was increased and employers had to shift compensation from
bonuses to salary to satisfy the new standard salary level31.” Doing so would have a “negative impact
on the workplace and would undermine managers’ sense of ‘ownership’ in their organizations.”32

Arbitrarily capping the amount of additional compensation that can be considered as meeting the salary
threshold runs afoul of other provisions of the FLSA. For example, recognizing the realities of
compensation structures, the regulations reflect that “commissions, nondiscretionary bonuses and
other nondiscretionary compensation” — in addition to a guaranteed salary — may be counted towards
meeting the threshold required to establish the highly compensated employee exemption.

In addition to permitting unrestricted incentive pay and commissions to comprise the required salary,
the Department should also include a “make up” provision, similar to that provided by the regulations
governing the highly compensated employee exemption.

In other words, employers should be given an opportunity to provide employees who otherwise meet
the white collar duties tests additional compensation — on an annual basis — to ensure that they are at
the minimum salary level.

10. The Highly Compensated Employee Exemption Should Not Consist Of Multiple Salary’
Levels.

Should there be multiple total annual compensation levels for the highly compensated
employee exemption? If so, how should they beset: by size of employer, census region,
census division, state, metropolitan statistical area, or some other method? For example,
should the regulations set multiple total annual compensation levels using a percentage
based adjustment like that used by the federal government in the General Schedule
Locality Areas to adjust for the varying cost-of-living across different parts of the United
States? What would the impact of multiple total annual compensation levels be on
particular regions or industries?

For the reasons discussed above under Questions 2 and 3, the Department should not adopt multiple
annual compensation levels for the highly compensated test.

302016 Final Rule, 81 FR at 32432.

2015 NPRM at 38535.

321d.
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The Department adopted the highly compensated test33 in recognition that “the higher the salaries paid
the more likely the employees are to meet all the requirements for exemption, and the less productive
are the hours of inspection time spent in analysis of the duties performed.”34 Currently, an employee
must earn $100,000 annually, with $455 per week paid on a salary basis. Employees who earn more
than the required total annual compensation are not exempt unless: (1) their primary duty includes
performing office or non-manual work; and (2) they customarily and regularly perform any one or more
of the exempt duties or responsibilities of an executive, administrative or professional employee.35

The duties requirements in the Part 541 regulations are sufficient to ensure that only bona fide
executive, administrative and professional employees quality for the Section 13(a)(1) exemption under
the highly compensated test.

Thus, the Department should revise the Part 541 regulations to remove the requirement of a weekly
salary. Alternatively, the Department should not increase the $100,000 total compensation level.

11. Jndexing Should Not Be Utilized.

Should the standard salary level and the highly compensated employee total annual
compensation level be automatically updated on a periodic basis to ensure that they
remain effective, in combination with their respective duties tests, at identifying exempt
employees? If so, what mechanism should be used for the automatic update, should
automatic updates be delayed during periods of negative economic growth, and what
should the time period be between updates to reflect long term economic conditions?

Our members are particularly concerned with the 2016 Final Rule’s automatic updates adjusting the
salary level tied to the applicable 40th percentile for the lowest wage census region (for white collar
exempt employees) or 90th percentile nationwide (for highly compensated employees).

The IFA strongly urges that automatic increases should not be utilized. As a threshold matter, frequently
adjusting the minimum salary level creates an unsustainable floor and results in instability within
businesses that will be required to revisit base level salaries on a routine basis to ensure compliance.
Employers operate on varying fiscal calendars. Preparing for automatic increases presents challenges in
terms of budgeting and implementation. Potential annual reclassification puts an undue burden upon
employers who must comply with state notice requirements, reprogram compensation systems and

The highly compensated test is not a separate exemption. Rather, 29 C.F.R. § 541.600 provides a different and
shorter duties test for highly compensated employees tinder Section 13(a)(1) of the FLSA. See 2004 Final Rule.
69 FR at 22123 (“The ‘highly compensated’ lest in the final rule applies only to employees who earn at least
$100,000 per year ) (emphasis added).

Id. at 22173 (quoting the 1949 Weiss Report); see also 29 C.F.R. § 54t.601(c).

29 C.F.R. § 541.601(a). (c) & (d).
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conduct additional training. Additionally, employers must contend not only with the costs of increased
wage rates, but also must incur the additional expense of routine classification analysis, decision-
making, and implementation of changes in response to the new salary level when it is announced.

At no time has Congress granted the Department the authority to index its salary test. While the issue
has been raised by stakeholders during several prior rulemakings, as far back as 1949 the DCL has
rejected the imposition of automatic increases. Most recently, in 2004, the Department summarily
rejected the concept of automatic increases to the minimal salary level.36 At the time, the DCL
contended that such an action is contrary to congressional intent and disproportionately impacted
lower-wage geographic regions and industries:

[S]ome commenters ask the Department to provide for future
automatic increases of the salary levels tied to some inflationary
measure, the minimum wage or prevailing wages. Other commenters
suggest that the Department provide some mechanism for regular
review or updates at a fixed interval, such as every five years.
Commenters who made these suggestions are concerned that the
Department will let another 29 years pass before the salary levels are
again increased. The Department intends in the future to update the
salary levels on a more regular basis, as it did prior to 1975, and believes
that a 29-year delay is unlikely to reoccur. The salary levels should be
adjusted when wage survey data and other policy concerns support
such a change. Further, the Department finds nothing in the legislative
or regulatory history that would support indexing or automatic
increases. Although an automatic indexing mechanism has been
adopted under some other statutes, Congress has not adopted indexing
for the Fair Labor Standards Act. In 1990, Congress modified the FLSA to
exempt certain computer employees paid an hourly wage of at least 6’/z

times the minimum wage, but this standard lasted only until the next
minimum wage increase six years later. In 1996, Congress froze the
minimum hourly wage for the computer exemption at $27.63 (64 times
the 1990 minimum wage of $4.25 an hour). In addition, as noted above,
the Department has repeatedly rejected requests to mechanically rely
on inflationary measures when setting the salary levels in the past
because of concerns regarding the impact on lower wage geographic
regions and industries. This reasoning applies equally when considering
automatic increases to the salary levels. The Department believes that
adopting such approaches in this rulemaking is both contrary to

See Preamble at 22167.
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congressional intent and inappropriate.37

Mandating automatic increases not only runs afoul of Congressional intent but also presents an issue of
parity. By continuously raising the salary floor, a cascading effect necessarily occurs. Businesses must
face the prospect of either continual reclassification of employees otherwise performing exempt duties
or an increase to overall labor costs as, arguably, those salaries above the minimum must be equally
raised or risk compensation inequity.

If an employer chooses to raise the salary levels of those currently earning the minimum salary level,
they will likewise need to raise the salary level of those employees working in positions that are already
paid more than the minimum proposed salary level. Failing to do so will result in a disparity between
the wages of those in higher level positions, with more experience and responsibility. The Department,
however, in issuing the 2016 Final Rule failed to address salary compression issues or related costs.

Moreover, tying increases to a specific percentile will quickly cause minimum salaries to skyrocket,
drastically impacting not only employers, but also creates unavoidable consequences for employees
who are reclassified from exempt to non-exempt, as they will lose the flexibility they have previously
enjoyed. If employees are reclassified to hourly workers, they will only be compensated for those hours
they work. Exempt employees, however, must be paid a guaranteed salary every week in which they
perform any work, regardless of the number of hours worked. Yes, non-exempt employees receive
overtime pay for working more than 40 hours in a workweek, but they also lose pay if they work less
than 40 hours. Exempt employees do not receive overtime for working more than 40 hours in a
workweek, but do not lose pay if they work less. This means that instead of being able to structure their
day around child care needs, children’s school meetings, doctor’s appointments, and other personal
needs without losing pay, non-exempt employees have to think carefully before taking time off work.

The Department argued in the 2015 NPRM that Congress’ failure to provide “guidance either supporting
or prohibiting automatic updating” indicates it has authority to do so.38 However, equally plausible is
the assumption that Congress felt no need to act because: (1) the Department, in the 79-year history of
the FLSA, has never seriously considered indexing the salary levels; (2) in 2004, the Department
concluded that indexing would violate congressional intent; and (3) Congress’ failure to ever index
anything under the FLSA is sufficient guidance.

Notice and comment rulemaking has achieved the purpose of the APA by ensuring vigorous public
debate about the salary levels, including submission of salary information in public comments. The
regulatory history shows that the Department usually adjusts its proposed salary levels based on the
public comments. Proposed salary levels have been increased and decreased in the final regulations.
For example, in 2004, in response to the public comments, the Department increased its proposed

“2004 Final Rule at 22171-72.

Id at 38538.
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standard salary level from $425 per week to $455 per week, and the annual compensation for the
highly-compensated test from $65,000 to $100,000. Automatic salary increases would end this public
debate forever, even in periods of economic downturns when the costs of the salary increases would be
particularly harmful to the economy.

12. Conclusion

The IFA and its membership support the opportunity to revisit the 2016 Final Rule and corresponding
revisions to the FLSA. As we advised prior to the issuance of the 2016 Final Rule, the IFA strenuously
opposes any immediate increase in the salary level to $913 per week or $47,476 per year. As our
membership has reported, such an increase will have substantial negative economic and non-economic
impacts particularly on small businesses. The Department should forgo any consideration of automatic
increases to the minimum salary level. Such action creates unnecessary instability within businesses and
presents significant burdens in terms of budgeting and implementation upon the regulated community.

The IFA would support a modest increase to the minimum salary level and recommends utilizing the
same or similar methodology used in 2004 to obtain the appropriate amount. Moreover, while IFA
supports the inclusion of additional compensation in calculating an employee’s salary, the limitations set
forth in the 2016 Final Rule are too restrictive and represent a lack of understanding of how businesses
operate. Instead, the IFA urges the Department to allow additional compensation — such as
commissions, nondiscretionary bonuses and other nondiscretionary compensation — to be used, in
addition to guaranteed salary, to establish compliance with the minimum salary requirements. Finally, it
is the IFA’s position that no changes to the current duties test should be made. Adjusting the salary
level using the Department’s 2004 methodology would allow both salary test to fulfill its historical role —

screen those obviously nonexempt without eclipsing the standard duties requirements.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Request for Information and present our views before
you being a formal rulemaking. We look forward to working with the Department on this important
issue.

Respectfully submitted:

L7- c. c*
Robert Cresanti, CFE
President and CEO
International Franchise Association
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